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So everything that touches the Pacific Ocean belong to Spain by Balboa claiming it by right

of conquest; but Balboa didn't live long after that in the midst of the intrigue of his life

was soon snuffed out. Now the interesting thing wetve noticed thus far about the Spanish

discovery, that they were not made by the Spaàish Government saying, "Now we want to

discover new land and set up a mighty new empire." They were discoyered, you might say
(7) 13

by free booters. They were discovered. b) individuals who had an idea that they could enrict

themselves and help their country by finding a new way to India, and then after they got here

and. didnt get to India, they began to look around for things that might be useful. One very

useful discovery that they made in S.A. there was quinine. It was the first drug that was
(7)

discovered that iould as a drug cure a disease. The giving of ICeemo-therapy, as the physicians

called. it, and. there was nothing else similar to--

(starting with 1.)

W hen he got back he saw that the control of Brazil which they had. before. It had, been under

the same condition in the past and it existed for the good. of Portugual alone. It could. not
(i)

any other country for when the emperor had actually been there they had. had more
(?)and had traded. with

freedom other coutties, to some extent, but now the Portuguese leaders wanted to stop
(9)

that. Don Juan his throne it was preèty hard. for to exist. He was not particular
(2-)

ly ppular. But his son Don Pedro was quite popular and now when word. cams about what they were

doing ever there in Pert. in Bail there began to be stormings of desiring freedom for Brazil.
And so Don Pedro, the son, (2) and there he decided that the

thing to do was to put himself at the head. of the independent movement; so he gave what you
(2)

call the that was the declaration that Portugual should present Bazil independece.

was empororer of Portugua]. and Don Pedro I was the emperor of Brazil; and.

so Brazil received its independence without any change of government. It was an independent

nation under the ernporer Don Pedro I. And be was succeeded by his son Don Pedro II who seemed

to be a very aggressive ruler, but the desire or independence was spreading-An Brazil and the
threw

result was in 1892 there was an uprising in Brazil which Don Pedro out from being

emporer. The people felt very highly of him--he had been fine ruler, but they wanted a

republic and he was thrown out, and he was very much hut 4 it; so he left for Portugual, never
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